Meetings & Platform Presentations
Mukul Achari, MD, PhD, Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, was appointed to the National Academy of Sciences Early Career Fellowship Program.


Laura Alderman Baxter, LPC-S, LMFT, NCC, was named a Star Exam Writer for School of Medicine and Professor of Psychiatry.

David Chambers, MD, Assistant Professor of Pulmonary Critical Care, made a presentation with Andrew Brown and Paul Cooper, MD, FACS at the "State of the Science: Pulmonary Nodules" workshop in Boston, MA: "Don't Trust Those Zincs, Thirst Sprints," at the 57th Tri-State Pulmonary Conference, New Orleans, LA, Mar. 14-15.

Sarah Laue, MSII, Keith White, MD, FACS, Professor and Chair, gave Mini-Talk: "Effect of a New Resident Surgical Case Evaluation Formative for Resident Education."" Hannah Meyer, MD, Donald Sorrells, MD, Medical College of Georgia, gave a presentation at the "Mini-Talk Session: 'Vaginal Expansion Sleeve: A New Treatment Paradigm for Vaginogenic Appearances.'"

Navdeep Samra, MD, FACS; Emily Adams, MD, PGY-5, presented "Tape versus Lasers: A Randomized Prospective Blinded Simulation Study."" Donald Sorrells, MD, Colyn O'Don, MD, presented "Surgical Complications and Treatment Strategies for Margin Error for Drainage Surgery."" Sarah Laue, MSII, Keith White, MD, FACS, Professor and Chair, gave Mini-Talk: "Effect of a New Resident Surgical Case Evaluation Formative for Resident Education."" Hannah Meyer, MD, Donald Sorrells, MD, Medical College of Georgia, gave a presentation at the "Mini-Talk Session: 'Vaginal Expansion Sleeve: A New Treatment Paradigm for Vaginogenic Appearances.'"
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Orthopaedic Surgery; Cherie-Ann Nathan, MD, FACS: “Does Trocar Position Affect Outpatient Postoperative Urinary and Vaginal Symptoms?”


Kevin Morgan, MD, PGY-5, OB/GYN: Zachary Connelly, MS, Clifton Frilet, MD, MBA, PE, AE: “Associate Dean for Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity.”

Mohammad A. Bhanu, PhD, Assistant Professor of Pathology & Translational Pathology. Steven Conrad, MD, PhD, MS, MSE, MBA, DABR, FAHA, FASA: “Transcriptome Data Set of Human Prostate Cancer Cell Lines Reveals a Functional Relevance of Prion Abnormality.”


Fang Liu, MD, PhD, MPH, DrPH, FNIH: “The Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) Test: A Novel Method for Vaginal Cancer.”